165 KRX3
3-way K2 Power kit

• K2 composite sandwich cone
• Zamak chassis
• Rigid and non-magnetic
• Butyl surround

Excellent reliability
• Serial number engraved in the block
• Authenticity certificate
• Diamond cutting manufacture

Much style

Technical characteristics:

Woofer: 6 1/2" (165mm)
Voice coil: 1 9/16" (40mm)
Magnet: 4 3/4" (120mm)
Midrange: 3 1/8" (80mm)
Voice coil: 1" (25mm)
Magnet: Neodymium
TN53K tweeter
Inverted dome

Separate crossover:
162 possible adjustments
Max. power: 200W
Nom. power: 100W
Sensitivity (2.83V/1m): 93dB
Frequency response: 45Hz – 20kHz
Accessories: grilles supplied

It makes the difference:

• Top-end 3 way kit
• Crossover with 162 possible adjustments
• Installation part
• Accessories

• Midrange-tweeter support

• Inverted dome tweeter TN53K
  Smoothness and accuracy
• Neodymium ring magnet
  Very high linearity and dynamics
• Phase part
  Directivity control

• High-quality crossover
  162 possible adjustments
• Polypropylene capacitor
  Natural treble reproduction
• Air core inductor
  Resistant to parasites, maximum dynamics
• Super Tweeter
  Emphasizes the extreme treble